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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

Analysis and Optimization of a Lifetime Fluorescence System to Detect Structural Protein 

Signatures in Varying Host Mediums for Rapid Biomedical Imaging 

 

By 

 

Asael Papour 

 

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2012 

Professor Oscar M. Stafsudd, Chair 

 

Abstract: 

Fluorescence lifetime imaging is an established imaging technique that has been extensively 

explored over the past few decades but has yet to break through as a diagnostic tool in clinical 

applications. This work will characterize and analyze the quasi-fluorescence lifetime technique 

with improvements in contrast by a novel approach to manipulate LEDs photonic characteristics 
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to push forward a real time video rate relative lifetime imaging technique. This thesis establishes 

the framework of using quasi-fluorescence lifetime imaging in the specific long gate time 

acquisition mode and instating the parameters for any future research of multi-spectral lifetime 

imaging. Results and analysis of changes in spectral lifetime signatures of collagen and elastin in 

dry, hydrated, and in acetone chemical environments are presented for the first time using this 

technique. 
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Introduction 

Investigation of fluorescence signatures of chemicals and tissues has been thoroughly 

investigated in past decades with great success in measuring lifetimes with high sensitivity. 

Although this method is well established, no clinical use for this technology exists, even in 

research environments, which face difficulties in implementing this technology in vivo. Long 

measurement time coupled with extraneous computational complexities limit the extent of use in 

in vitro environments. 

To overcome these challenges, a novel approach of detection has been developed [1] to provide 

relative fluorescence lifetimes images with extremely short acquisition and computational times. 

In contrast to other techniques, no measurement of lifetimes is performed but merely detection of 

differences in lifetimes is achieved to create an image of relative lifetimes. Relative 

measurements are common in clinical environments and are an acceptable tool for analyzing 

abnormalities. Typical uses include X-ray and MRI technologies. 

This work will show the paradigm of image acquisition in this novel system and corroborate 

results of tissue constituents’ behavior, and is divided to three main parts:  

 Pulse shaping method to increase system’s performance (patent pending). 

 Image acquisition methods, camera construction and characteristics, and noise figure.  

 Investigation of collagen and elastin spectral lifetime in different mediums. 
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Characterization, testing and experiments carried throughout this paper used the following 

system setup: 

 

Figure 1. Fluorescence imaging system setup. 
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Passive Electro-Optical Pulse Shaping Method for Lifetime Contrast 

Enhancement 

 

This part will investigate the advantage of a linear decay over exponential decay illumination 

profile in achieving higher image contrast. Contrast is a measure of how well two materials can 

be distinguished from each other in measurement of a fluorescence emission. In acquisition of a 

fluorescence signature, the illumination profile has a critical role since the actual measurement of 

the output material’s fluorescence signal is a convolution of the illumination signal and the 

material response function. Two materials are simulated with each pulse profile and finally 

compared to each other. 

 

Linear Decay Illumination Pulse Shaping Using Delay Line Feedback: 

A Light Emitting Diode (LED) illumination circuit connected to a pulse generator is built to 

produce a specific illumination intensity profile for pulse shaping. LED illumination 

characteristics are governed by the recombination of electron hole pairs in the depletion region of 

the LED's p-n junction. With a given square pulse, intensity decay of the LED is characterized 

by the recombination time coefficient: an exponential decay function. A controlled linear 

illumination decay profile (and other profiles) can be achieved by a stub line, for example, acting 

as a passive delay line, creating reverse bias and depleting charge in the p-n junction. Controlling 

the characteristics of the sub line and the pulse, a linear decay illumination profile can be 
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achieved, while not being limited to a linear decay; pulse splitting and various decay profiles can 

also be achieved. 

This invention was enabled by the Quasi-Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy [1] 

technique, offering measurements of fluorescence lifetime using a pulsed LED as an economical 

alternative to a pulsed laser system. This development in FLIM provides superior analysis by 

simplifying the pulse shape to acquire better measurements, and overcomes the deconvolution 

errors associated with fluorescent lifetime calculations. A linear luminosity decay profile 

achieves higher contrast in raw images, simplifies analysis, and reduces the computational power 

required for image processing.  

This technique can be used to drive LEDs and other illuminating devices that exhibit nonlinear 

luminosity decay profiles, including semiconductor lasers and other semiconductors light 

sources. 

 

A finite optical pulse with a well defined linearly decaying slope is difficult to accomplish in 

such systems. Since operation of the LED has intrinsic exponential decaying characteristics in 

the depletion region, even in a given square wave electronic signal input, an exponential decay of 

the illumination profile can still be observed. Using a stub line, for example, as a delay line loop 

to deplete the trailing edge charge in the circuit, is an extremely efficient and easy way to deploy 

in discrete or modulated pulses illumination systems. Flexibility in stub line length adjustments 

and resistance make this invention superior in controlling the shape of the decay profile without 
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having to compromise initial pulse intensity, only in reducing the trailing edge intensity into a 

linear profile. 

 

As in many LED driver circuits, an auxiliary pulse generator drives the illumination circuit with 

adjustable pulse parameters. Pulse length is adjustable between 0 to 200 ns, pulse amplitude 0-50 

V, and repetition rate 1 to 100 KHz. The circuit comprises of a stub line, a LED and a resistive 

element. The stub line functions as a delay line feedback mechanism and is connected to the 

terminals of the illumination circuit (Fig. 2). 

 

Figure 2. The illumination circuit with stub line implementation. 

 

Combination of the reflected pulse from the stub line and that transmitted across the junction 

between the stub and the transmission line collectively forms the final impulse. 

Pulse 

Generator 

Stub 

Line 

LED 
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A linearly decaying illumination profile of a LED, but not exclusively, can be achieved using 

this pulse shaping method.  A linear decay pulse is advantageous given that the pulse's decay 

slope is well defined and is finite, resulting in an easier deconvolution of the optical pulses. This 

approach is intended to work with discrete pulses with cycle times longer than an approximately 

1.5-pulse width, which is ideal in our fluorescence system; a low duty cycle is used to achieve 

low fluence and to avoid dangerous or harmful radiation intensities. 
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Fluorescence response analysis: 

Matlab analysis demonstrates the advantage of employing a linear decay profile rather than an 

exponential decay excitation pulse by simulating the response of two known samples and 

comparing the contrast performance of the two pulses. 

Step 1: Creating the excitation and sample functions. 

Step 2: Convolving the two samples with each of the excitation pulses, creating 4 decay curves 

(These curves simulate the actual measured signals of the FLIM system). 

Step 3: Normalization; when we divide each point of the decay curve by the initial (highest) 

intensity, we calculate ratios of fluorescence - thus we normalize the curves (and the image).  

Step 4: Difference; displaying ratio differences between each of the excitation sources, we 

generate two curves. Each curve is the result of subtraction of the two ratios with the same 

excitation function. Larger differences are preferable as they produce sharper image contrast and 

enhance the system’s sensitivity. 
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Figure 3 . Simulation of excitation pulses and two samples decay profiles: Exponential and linear, 

and two samples with 2 and 2.5ns exponential decay coefficient.  All signals are normalized to 

eliminate amplitude variation and emphasize changes due only to lifetime differences. 

Impulse response of a material, an exponential decay function (normalized): 

𝑓𝑖(𝑡) = 𝑒−𝑡/𝜏𝑖  : 𝜏1 = 2𝑛𝑠, 𝜏2 = 2.5𝑛𝑠 

Excitation functions:   𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑛(𝑡) = −𝑎𝑡 + 𝑏 

𝑔𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑡) = 𝑒−𝑡/𝜏𝑒  
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Figure 4. Simulation of the actual measurements taken by the FLIM system: Convolution product 

of each excitation pulse with the two samples. 

The functions in figure 3 correspond to the following convolution product: 

(𝑓 ∗ 𝑔)(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑡 − 𝜏) ∙ 𝑔(𝜏)𝑑𝜏 
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Figure 5. Normalized image: the ratio of each point in time and the initial intensity. This aids in 

eliminating differences in amplitude and captures only the lifetime characteristics of each signal. 

Normalizing the convolved signals: 

𝐶𝑗(𝑓𝑖 ∗ 𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑛,𝑒𝑥𝑝)(𝑡) =
(𝑓𝑖 ∗ 𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑛,𝑒𝑥𝑝)(𝑡)

max
𝑥≥0

(𝑓𝑖 ∗ 𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑛,𝑒𝑥𝑝)(𝑡)
 

max
𝑥≥0

𝐶𝑗(𝑓𝑖 ∗ 𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑛,𝑒𝑥𝑝)(𝑡) = 1 

1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 4 
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Figure 6. Contrast performance of each pulse, with higher being better. Subtraction of two signals 

in Fig.5 with the same excitation source shows the difference in each instance of time as an 

indication of contrast performance. 

The two functions in figure 6 are the basis for the contrast mechanism of the system: 

𝛾𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑡) = 𝐶1(𝑓1 ∗ 𝑔𝑒𝑥𝑝)(𝑡) −𝐶2(𝑓2 ∗ 𝑔𝑒𝑥𝑝)(𝑡) 

𝛾𝑙𝑖𝑛(𝑡) = 𝐶3(𝑓1 ∗ 𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑛)(𝑡) −𝐶4(𝑓2 ∗ 𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑛)(𝑡) 
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Each function depicts the contrast performance, higher contrast translates into better performance 

and improved visual discrimination between the two constituents, τ1 and τ2 , thus 𝛾𝑙𝑖𝑛 will 

show better visual contrast than 𝛾𝑒𝑥𝑝. 

It should be noted that this result does not reflect actual experimental results as it does not take 

into account the illumination profile before the decay. In case we include a 10ns illumination 

profile of constant power followed by decay, the performance of both excitation methods (linear 

and exponential decays) will further improve, with greater growth in all the linear functions, 

figure 7: 
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Figure 7. Contrast performance of an experimental pulse – constant power and then a decay yields 

improved results compared to decay only simulated contrast differences. 

This analysis shows the advantages of using a linearly modulated excitation pulse over an 

exponential decay pulse in the lifetime fluorescence system by implementing a stub-line to 

achieve higher sensitivity and image contrast. 

Performance of the linear decay profile is tested against a notorious example of two 

indistinguishable bi-exponentials [2], resolving performance comparison with linear and 

exponential excitations decays is tested: 
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Figure 8. Linear and exponential decay excitation functions with two bi-exponential functions that 

are indistinguishable [2]. 
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Figure 9. Linear decay profile shows higher contrast performance over a shorter period of time. 

The linearly excited pulse is associated with an improved signal-to-noise (SNR) regime 

compared to that of the exponential pulse; 1 to 10ns acquisition time and ~20% better in signal 

performance. The exponential decay excitation method fails to overcome the linear function at 

any time and results in lower achievable contrast in the important high SNR acquisition period. 

Finding the maximum attainable difference between two constituents, as shown before, is an 

optimization problem that involves finding the acquisition and processing parameters that would 

result in the greatest value for γ(t) and is a part of the ongoing research. 

𝛾𝑙𝑖𝑛(𝑡) = 𝐶3(𝑓1 ∗ 𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑛)(𝑡) −𝐶4(𝑓2 ∗ 𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑛)(𝑡) 
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Algorithm – Image Normalization 

Each acquired image is actually the signal measured on top of a floor level (base counts) of the 

CCD. Base count is a product of the Analog Digital (AD) Converter function which is the result 

of the amplifier average DC offset. The floor level was measured using dark image 

measurements and the average distribution was found. The camera’s specifications also have the 

measured base level counts for different readout rates: 

Table 1. ADC characteristics. 

AD Digitization rate 

 

Readout time / pixel 

[µs] 

Base Level counts 

1 MHz 1 794 

31 KHz 32 773 

 

Each image is comprised out of these values: 

𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙` + 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙` = 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 

And by the normalization algorithm we calculate: 
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𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒2

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒1
=

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙2
` + 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙1
` + 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

 

This value should be adjusted to the real signal level, and base level counts must be taken into 

account and subtracted before the normalization: 

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙2

`

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙1
`

=
𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒2 − 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒1 − 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
 

The deduction of the base level from the frames has two effects: increase in the pixels’ range of 

values – generating a broader histogram, and visual decreases in image contrast. Since this 

algorithm does not take into account average pixels’ value and emphasizes common grey values 

(and background) especially in low SNR acquisitions, degradation of contrast is evident. While 

detail level is not affected with deduction of base level and degradation in image contrast is 

visible, deduction of base level will not be used. Preliminary results of alternative algorithms 

show greater increases in visual contrast and will be investigated in future research. 
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Quasi Lifetime Imaging 

In contrast to other intensity integration methods, i.e. the two gate method [3]or the 8 gates 

method [4], [5], the normalization method offers superior SNR and thus faster detection, and 

more importantly, increases the sensitivity in detection and differentiation of complex multi-

exponentials decay processes. 

 

Figure 10. The two gate method image acquisition scheme. SNR is still imposing severe detection 

and sensitivity limits. 
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Figure 11. Our quasi-fluorescence lifetime detection method: enabled by using LED technology for 

uniform and long operation periods. 

Incorporating LEDs as the illumination source is key for the successful realization of the 

normalization algorithm[1].  Implementation of these elements enables us to achieve sustained 

periods with constant power illumination profiles (during the calibration image) without reaching 

dangerous/harmful peak power levels or causing photo-bleaching. 

In the presence of background or other unwanted fast decaying substances, the time period 

between the two frames can be adjusted to a longer time frame. Zero gap in acquisition will 

result in detection of all fast decaying constituents and background (imaging on a microscopic 
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slide for example), while delaying the acquisition of the second frame will suppress the fast 

decaying signals.  

For example, a 1ns decay constant of an unwanted constituent will be suppressed by ~63 % by 

delaying the second frame by 1ns with a 1/e intensity of the initial value. This in turn will 

increase SNR and sensitivity of the readout in the system while maintaining enough signal for 

the longer decay profiles; a 10ns decay coefficient will only lose ~10% of its initial value. 

 

Figure 12. Quasi-fluorescence method is very agile and flexible: can filter unwanted 1ns decay 

constituent by ~63% before image processing. 
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Alternatively, setting the second gate period to a shorter time with no delay will enhance the 

sensitivity of detection for very fast decaying constituents. 

In addition to filtering of background noise, another practical example of the gate width and 

delay period adjustments arises when dealing with heterogeneous / anisotropic decays. In these 

situations, a complex decay profile will be observed which may pose problems in resolving 

compared to exponential or multi exponential decays. 

In multi exponential decays: 

In multi exponential decays: 

𝐼(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖

𝑖

𝑒−𝑡/𝜏𝑖 

Coefficients ai can be normalized while in anisotropic decays: 

𝐼(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎0𝑖

𝑖

𝑒−𝑡/𝛾𝑖 

The coefficients ai cannot be normalized and are dependent, and this poses a problem that 

reduces the specificity of the system, for instance a protein with two decay mechanisms [2]: 
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Figure 13. Example of an anisotropy decay, two distinct lifetimes can be resolved[2]. 

Setting the decay image acquisition to no delay and a short acquisition time, as shown in Figure 

13. Example of an anisotropy decay, two distinct lifetimes can be resolved[2]. results in enhanced 

contrast favoring the short 5ns decay.  Alternatively, delays set to 5ns or more results in 

improved contrast for the long 20ns decay mechanism. 

In conclusion, gate and delay adjustment capabilities are yet another contrast enhancing 

mechanism to the system that should be employed and fine tuned to optimize all imaging 

environments. Since a prior knowledge of the imaged area (tissue type for example) is available, 

enhanced contrast can be achieved in the final relative lifetime map. System flexibility and 

shorter acquisition and processing times are just a few of the powerful performance capabilities 
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of our relative lifetime imaging over traditional lifetime extraction, exponential fit or Laguerre 

polynomial deconvolution [6],[7],[3]. 

Histogram and Detail Level Analysis 

Image manipulation by histogram alteration 

Histogram normalization: 

Histograms of the image are stretched such that the minimum and maximum values are 

populated and the histogram covers the entire value range. The histogram’s characteristic shape 

does not change since there is no redistribution of counts in each bin. This method is used when 

the contrast appears ‘flat’ and greater range is desired. 

Normalization determines the minimum and maximum values, followed by subtracting the 

minimum value from each pixel and dividing by its min-max range. This process stretches the 

pixel value to the full pixel value range, generating images with improved contrast; for a 16 bit 

image we generate 0-65536 values.  

     

 

 

Histogram equalization: 

Figure 14. Histogram normalization. Left: Before. Right: After. 
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Histogram equalization is an additional image improvement method, where the peaks are 

stretched and the valleys are compressed to fill the whole range of values, thus flattening the 

histogram’s shape. Since application of this technique results in alterations of the histogram 

shape, redistribution of pixels in each intensity bin is performed. There are many algorithms for 

equalization, and they can be used globally or locally within the image. 

 

     

 

 

Detail level and grain size analysis: 

Normalization + equalization + threshold: 

Figure 15. Histogram equalization. Left: Before. Right: After. 
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Figure 16.Throat cancer samples. Left: Long gate time normalized image. Right: 2ns gate 

normalized image. Left image shows more details. Both pictures were treated with the same 

contrast parameters and display. 

Figure 16.Throat cancer samples. Left: Long gate time normalized image. Right: 2ns gate normalized 

image. Left image shows more details. Both pictures were treated with the same contrast parameters and 

display. shows contrast exaggerated images to better distinguish the quality and detail levels of 

the two exposure methods. To further emphasize, in a more objective way, the greater SNR, and 

hence more detail level of the long gate method, we analyzed the granular structure of the 

images. Since our images are not real images, but a mathematical ratio of two real images, we 

observe artifacts; the details in each image are comprised out of granular elements that vary in 

shape, size, intensity and density depending on the SNR. 
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Careful analysis should be performed while analyzing detail level since grain sizes changes with 

different settings of the threshold level and histogram manipulation. Another factor that prevents 

direct comparison is that each image has different histogram characteristics, thus creating 

challenges in image analysis. 

To show finer details of high intensity pixels, smaller grain size is required with varying density, 

to simulate surface quality, while bigger grains, which are sparser, are needed to show surfaces 

that are rough with lower detail level. This requirement is not necessarily true for low levels of 

threshold (in our images), since low threshold settings can show grains that are big in size and 

more uniform in either image (high or low detail level).  This phenomenon depends on the 

histogram shape.  

To clearly show the granular variance between the images, both images’ histograms were 

normalized and then equalized to minimize the effect of threshold settings on different 

histograms shapes. Finally, high threshold limits were selected to show high intensity pixels 

only. 

With ImageJ software, particle analysis function enables us to characterize the granularity in 

each image by selecting the range of particle sizes of interest. Total area and fraction area were 

also calculated for the images above: 

Table 2. Particles analysis. 

 Average 

Size (pxl) 

Counts Total Area Area 

Fraction 
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Particle size 0 - 50 pxl2:     

cancer 1 Long gate 4.82 15651 75444 7.2 

Cancer 1 kinetic extraction 5.59 12312 68784 6.6 

     

Particle size 0 - 35 pxl2:     

cancer 1 Long gate 4.43 14981 66357 6.3 

Cancer 1 kinetic extraction 5.01 12036 60295 5.8 

 

In both cases of 0 - 35 and 0 – 55 grain size analysis, smaller average particles sizes with greater 

reoccurrence are found in the long gate time image. Looking at the images below (Fig.7), it is 

evident that the spread and local densities of grains vary more in images with higher detail level. 
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Figure 17. Particle analysis of Cancer tissue, showing only grain sizes 0-35 pixels in area, threshold 

set to 45k-65k. Left: long gate time. Right: short gate time (2ns). Both images are analysis of Figure 

16.Throat cancer samples. Left: Long gate time normalized image. Right: 2ns gate normalized 

image. Left image shows more details. Both pictures were treated with the same contrast 

parameters and display. above. 

Figure 17. Particle analysis of Cancer tissue, showing only grain sizes 0-35 pixels in area, threshold set to 

45k-65k. Left: long gate time. Right: short gate time (2ns). Both images are analysis of Figure 16.Throat 

cancer samples. Left: Long gate time normalized image. Right: 2ns gate normalized image. Left image 

shows more details. Both pictures were treated with the same contrast parameters and display. above. 

demonstrates that a shorter gate time has more uniformity in grain density and thus less detail. 
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Another method to better observe details and image quality is to simply invert the histogram’s 

levels (inverting the Lookup Table), such that black is white and white is black. Since image 

quality is subjective, some will prefer the inverted image for ‘better’ results and details. 
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Figure 18. Normalized images of cancerous tissues; Left, Top and Bottom: long gate method. Right, 

Top and bottom: 2ns gate. Top images: dark pixels are shorter lifetimes. Bottom: light pixels are 

shorter lifetimes. 

 

Dynamic Range 

Another benefit of long gate acquisition is the ability to drive the iCCD in a lower gain setting 

and thus achieving operation in higher dynamic range values. As a consequence, wider variation 

of constituents’ lifetimes can be resolved. 

In an iCCD camera, the dynamic range is a function of the gain and drops down to 1/1000 at 

high gain levels. This is due to the full well capacity of the pixels, beyond which level saturation 

will occur and charge will flow to adjacent pixels. This effect is referred to as blooming and 

compromises the camera’s response and quantitative performance. 
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Larger pixel size will result in a deeper well and will increase the maximum achievable dynamic 

range of the camera, however it will also reduce resolution. Figure 19. Dynamic range performance 

of our camera- model DH734 vs. DH720 with larger pixels size[8]. illustrates the dynamic range of 

two cameras with different pixel sizes, with higher dynamic rage corresponding to the camera 

with larger pixels. The initial dynamic range is governed by the CCD and drops as a function of 

gain. 

The actual dynamic range of a sensor is determined by the ratio of well depth divided by the 

noise floor detection limit.  Setting ADC gain level to high or low, slow or fast ADC 

respectively, will restrict the dynamic range by limiting the effective well depth or noise floor. 

The parameters listed in Table 3. Actual dynamic range comparison. show gain sensitivity for lowest 

noise: 0.7 e-/ADU (or count) with 2.91 noise electrons.  The gain sensitivity essential to achieve 

full well depth readout is 2e-/ADU with higher read noise of 8.07e- at 1MHz ADC. Effective 

well depth for maximum sensitivity is not 94,248e-/2.91e-=32,387 since the 16-bit ADC will top 

out at 65,536 electrons. The dynamic range calculation is depicted in the table below: 

Table 3. Actual dynamic range comparison. 

 

Sensitivity and low noise mode 

31KHz ADC 

Fast acquisition mode, full well 

readout 

1MHz ADC 

Read noise (e-) 2.91 8.07 
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Sensitivity (e-/ADU) 0.7 2.0 

16-bit top out level 45,875 e- 

 

94,248 e- 

(theoretically supports up to 131,072e-) 

Actual dynamic range 15,765 11,679 

 

In order to reach higher acquisition rates, a new iCCD with 5MHz can be used to achieve video 

rate imaging with acceptable results by manually tuning and optimizing the ADC sensitivity (not 

an available option in the current model) and speed. 
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Figure 19. Dynamic range performance of our camera- model DH734 vs. DH720 with larger pixels 

size[8]. 
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Camera Characteristic, Noise Figure and SNR 

Camera construction: 

Intensified coupled charged device (iCCD) is a camera type that has an intensifier unit in front of 

the CCD, increasing the sensitivity of the device to low light conditions and photon counting. 

Since the iCCD camera incorporates an intensifier unit, characterization of noise and sensitivity 

is unlike a regular CCD camera, and the construction and operation of such a device is important 

to understand.  An iCCD has the advantage of not only having high gain to intensify low signals, 

but also the capability of fast gating with sub-nanosecond rise and fall time.  

The camera analyzed is the AndoriStar Gen 3 (model DH734-18U-03). The front aperture of the 

device is a quartz window coated on the inside by a photocathode film, apt for capturing the 

incident image at operational wavelengths between 180-850nm. Photoelectrons generated by the 

photocathode are drawn to the intensifier tube by an applied electric field. The intensifier tube is 

comprised of many micro-channels in the micro channel plate (MCP), which operate under high 

voltage (~800V) to accelerate electrons, releasing secondary electrons that amplify the signal.  

After passing the MCP region, the electrons collide on a phosphorous layer to generate photons 

to be collected on the CCD. To prevent the high voltage region of the intensifier from interfering 

with the sensitive CCD, a fiber optic coupler is used between the phosphorous and the CCD 

(Figure 20.Intensifier module of the iCCD camera with voltage values assigned to each element [2].). It 

is worth mentioning that the CCD’s resolution, 1024x1024pxl, oversamples the signal because 

the resolution is set by the MCP and the phosphorous layer finesse. 
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In fast switching conditions, high voltage across the MCP is switched by an electronic circuit to 

control the gate. Although insufficient signal can be collected on the CCD in one short exposure, 

in conditions of a repetitive signal, data can be sampled and the output signal is summed on the 

CCD to integrate up to a large signal that is otherwise not visible. In a regular CCD, such 

measurement is not possible due to inherent noise sources of the CCD that overcome the low 

signal. 

 

Figure 20.Intensifier module of the iCCD camera with voltage values assigned to each element [2]. 
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Resolution 

The resolution of the camera is set by few parameters, and unlike a regular CCD, iCCD cameras 

are usually  inferior in resolution: A CCD pixel size of 13μm, MCP channel size of 25μm in 

diameter, and further restrictions of the phosphorous’(typeP43) defined resolution limit of 25μm 

all contribute to degradation observed in the camera’s modulation transfer function (MTF). 

Following Andor’s specifications, a single photon event can have a typical resolution of 2X the 

CCD pixel size (FWHM) which translates to 26μm in resolution. 

The actual resolution limit was tested using a US Air force 1951 target, imaging lens Canon MP-

E 65mm macro lens with x1 magnification and ~1.1 field of view (FOV). Resolvable line pairs 

per millimeter(lp/mm), or cycles per millimeter, can be measured in elements in group 5 

indicating ~ 36lp/mm. Resolvable line width indicates resolution of ~25μm in a 100% contrast 

cycle conditions which is the resolution limit of the MCP and the phosphorous layer. 
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Figure 21. USAF 1951 target imaged using x1 magnification for resolution test. Group 5, element 1 

can be resolved easily. 

Practically speaking, the spatial resolution limit of the system is ~30μm and with degradation of 

contrast lower resolutions will result following the behavior of the MTF of the camera.  

Resolutions measured with a square wave actually measure the contrast response function (CTF) 

and yield better resolution than actually achieved; the pattern tested has extra frequencies over 

the fundamental sine frequency.  MTF of an iCCD is the product MTF of the lens, MCP, 

phosphorous, and the CCD, and therefore should be measured by a sine wave pattern to give a 

response curve (MTF in %) to a modulated spatial frequency.  
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Gate Characteristics 

The intensifier’s efficiency in passing an optical signal is a nonlinear function of gate period. 

This gating mechanism is capable of transmitting optical signal in a gate period as short as 1.5ns, 

however at the cost of signal intensity reduction due to inefficiencies of the image intensifier. 

Table 4. FWMH values of gate times and CW intensities through the intensifier. 

Electronic Gate 

[ns] 

Optical Gate 

[ns] 

Intensity 

(% of CW) 

1.15 1.5 33.9 

1.3 2.2 48.2 

1.9 3.4 58.7 

2.65 3.8 68.8 

3.55 3.9 80.6 

4 4 88.6 

14.7 13.6 99.1 

15 14.2 100 
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Electronic gate is defined as the period of which voltage difference in the intensifier is 

accelerating electrons while optical gate is the actual gate width that allows optical signal to pass 

through the intensifier. The table shows the differences between setting electronic gate and the 

actual optical gate width with efficiency of transmitting the incoming signal. The efficiency is 

defined by the percentage intensity of an incoming CW signal that passes through the intensifier. 

As Shown in Table 4, longer gate times yield significantly better results in transmitting optical 

signals and serve as another factor that enhances the performance of the system by increasing 

SNR while aiding in reducing total acquisition times. These benefits are additional advantages 

when using long gate times in our system. 
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Quantum Efficiency and Calibration for Multi Spectral Imaging 

Andor iStar 18U-734 Gen 2 image intensifiers: 

 

Figure 22.Image intensifiers photocathode options, our camera uses W-AGT, -03 intensifier model 

(green curve). 

Effective quantum efficiency (QE) is less than half the rated QE of the photocathode because not 

all photoelectrons emitted from the photocathode are actually captured by the MCP; this is 

generally characteristic of all intensified CCD cameras. 
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To achieve reliable multi-spectral results, calibration of the system must take place to generate a 

flat response and to reflect the correct relative intensities of the various wavelengths. 

Each of the filters was tested and calibrated under white light illumination.  The spectrum of the 

light source was taken into account and the sensitivity ratio for each filter was calculated and is 

presented in the following sections. 
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Noise Characterization 

To characterize noise in regular CCD cameras, measuring dark frames and bright frames is often 

sufficient. In the case of an iCCD, the CCD sensor will be exposed to signals only if the gate is 

open, thus measuring signal will measure the capabilities of the intensifier part on top of that of 

the CCD. Shutting down the gater will allow us to effectively measure the CCD’s dark current as 

we;; as find bright pixels and other anomalies.  

There are two ways by which we can control noise originated in the CCD without changing the 

measurement’s constants: First, by lowering the CCD temperature to -35°c, significant reduction 

in CCD noise can be achieved. Secondly, by setting the pixel’s readout time to a longer period, 

we can not only reduce the readout noise but also increase the nominal gain by a factor of 2, 

specifically in the case of 32µsec per pixel. The increase in gain is due to higher sensitivity in 

readout resulting in extension of the intensity range. 

Characterizing the intensifier is more challenging since varying measurement modes will vary 

the operational conditions and thus change our noise sources. For example, in setting very short 

gate times, higher voltage across the intensifier is applied, causing more noise from high energy 

impacts on the phosphorous layer and impact with glow (Figure 23. Phosphorous layer behavior; 

Left: Glow due to high energy electron burst, section taken in dark image condition, fast gate time (2ns), 

and maximum gain setting (255). Right: Higher threshold display of the same impact section, showing the 

impact zone of the electron beam on the phosphorous, without the glow.). On the other hand, setting 

high gain values with long gate time will result in acceleration of low energy electrons from the 

photocathode, before the amplification stage, and thus increases dark current noise from the 
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photocathode. In short, gate times this dark current can be ignored. It should be noted that using 

high gain levels will cause faster deterioration of the camera’s gain performance due to chemical 

impurities introduced to the phosphorous layer, which elevate threshold levels for the same 

throughput.  

In the iCCD camera, the noise and sensitivity is governed by the image intensifier. The 

intensifier amplifies the light signal so that the CCD no longer dominates the noise of the 

camera. 

 

Hot pixels analysis; CCD examination and technique: 

In cases where the CCD sensor has pixels with constant high intensity levels or ‘hot pixels’, our 

lifetime analysis can be affected dramatically, hence a test should be devised to detect any 

irregular high intensity pixels. The test should show, under any experimental procedure 

parameters, if there are pixels with significant and constant intensity values to consider as hot 

pixels. The CCD sensor is exposed usually for 5 to 10 seconds in FLIM analysis, hence the test 

will include a CCD operation in that time domain, with no other variable, such as gating. For 

statistical significance, 100 images are taken under closed gate and no gain, under a temperature 

of -35°C, with 7 seconds exposure time for each image. 

No hot pixels were found in the analysis, furthermore Andor’s CCDs are guaranteed to be free of 

hot pixels, and therefore no new defective pixels were detected. 
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Noise Analysis: 

To characterize the noise figure of the camera, capturing dark frames with operating parameters 

similar to actual measurement parameters were set: 420 frames with high gain and 2ns gate time. 

Analysis of the measurements shows random spatial noise across the frames, while floor level 

readout varying minimally. Considering these results, in which no constant noise wasfound, 

noise reduction methods should focus on smart filtering, averaging and other image enhancement 

methods. 

Long gate time and lower gain settings were also analyzed for noise figure. This is also a 

preferable method since long gate and low gain have moderate effects on noise figure, in contrast 

to high gain and short gate. Recording 70 frames with a gate time of 20ns and gain of 100 

showed random noise figure with no constant noise areas, as in the previous characterization. 

Using 70 frames for statistical analysis is sufficient since in the longer gate time method, only 2 

frames are captured, as opposed to ~100 frames in the short gate time method, which will further 

discussed in later sections. 

In conclusion, using the camera in our specific layout, there is no profound intrinsic noise source, 

hence image enhancements should be carried out post processing of the lifetime image, as will be 

demonstrated. 
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Statistical analysis: 

Using Matlab, all the pixels’ values are transferred to a matrix, such that each picture is a page in 

a 3D array, where the number of pages is the number of captured frames/images. 

The standard deviation and average are calculated globally to the matrix and use of threshold 

process is performed to eliminate floor level intensity, thus dealing with only the intense pixels’ 

values. The threshold was set to 2σ above the average, where all pixels below that were set to 

zero and all pixels above were set to one. Following this step, another filtering process takes 

place to eliminate isolated ‘hot’ single pixels with no adjacent neighbors. Looking for repetitive 

noise not originating from the CCD justifies this approach, because the CCD oversamples the 

image information; we’re interested in identifying more than one individual noisy pixel. Finally, 

summing all the frames and distinguishing pixels with values greater than 1 will provide the 

location of the repetitive noise area.
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Figure 23. Phosphorous layer behavior; Left: Glow due to high energy electron burst, section taken 

in dark image condition, fast gate time (2ns), and maximum gain setting (255). Right: Higher 

threshold display of the same impact section, showing the impact zone of the electron beam on the 

phosphorous, without the glow. 
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Figure 24.3D contour plot of the phosphorous impact zone, the spread of the excited area presented 

in a radially symmetric noise scatter. 

Analysis of hundreds of dark field images to acquire the CCD’s dark current and thermal noise, 

including finding ‘hot pixels’ to predict image characteristics and improve image quality 

culminated in the following result: 

In an iCCD camera, the characteristic noise depends on not only on the CCD itself but also the 

photocathode, the phosphorus layer, and most importantly, the gate and the specific settings of 

the gater (i.e.; gate pulse width, gating speed [frequency], and gain level of the MCP). A 
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schematic of the electron gate and acceleration mechanism is depicted in Figure 20.Intensifier 

module of the iCCD camera with voltage values assigned to each element [2].. 

Since the iCCD is equipped with a high grade CCD sensor (no burnt or ‘hot pixels’) with a low 

thermal noise figure, the dominant noise is the result of the operation of the gate. Acceleration of 

electrons through the MCP (up to 1KV and 6KV to the phosphorous layer) including the high 

voltage operation for an ultra-short gating time causes a uniform distribution of random events 

characterized by high velocity electrons. This noise mechanism is the dominant noise figure of 

the system and overcomes any noise figure of the CCD.  Therefore, dark current and readout 

noise have an minor effect on the SNR of iCCDs. This observation was confirmed and analyzed 

against a regular CCD and EMCCD by Dussault et al [9]. 

Overall noise in the camera: 

𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = √(𝑁𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡
2 + 𝑁𝑑𝑐

2 + 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑
2 ) 

Dark current noise: 𝑁𝑑𝑐 ∝ √𝜏 ∙ 𝑇3/2 ∙ 𝑒
−𝐸𝑔

2𝐾𝑇 

Shot noise:  𝑁𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡 = 𝐺 × 𝐹 × √𝜂∅𝑝𝜏 

Readout noise:  𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 = 8.07 𝑒− for single pixel at 1MHz AD digitization rate. 

𝜏 -integration time, T- temperature, G- gain (=1 for non iCCD), F-noise due to gain process (=1 

for non iCCD), 𝜂 - quantum efficiency (QE), ∅𝑝- photon flux. 
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In the case of the iCCD (in comparison to a regular CCD with the same chip performance), the 

total noise will vary with changes in shot noise. It is evident that we need to take into account 

that an iCCD is incomparable to a regular CCD at very short exposure times (<1μs) due to the 

gating mechanism. 

With high gain amplification of the iCCD we get 𝑁2
𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡 ≫ 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑

2
   and   𝑁2

𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡 ≫ 𝑁𝑑𝑐
2 , 

shot noise will dominate the noise figure for a low signal, thus diminishing the readout and dark 

current noise sources. Looking at the SNR: 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =
𝐺𝜂∅𝑝𝜏

√(𝑁𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡
2 +𝑁𝑑𝑐

2 +𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑
2 )

  

For a high gain iCCD:  𝑺𝑵𝑹 ≅
𝑮𝜼∅𝒑𝝉

√𝑵𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒕
𝟐

=
√𝜼∅𝒑𝝉

𝑭
 

With shot noise dominating, we are left with the gain noise figure F as the noise source which 

sets the lower limit for high SNR acquisition. 
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Hypothesis: Change in Lifetime Signature Due to Change in the Host 

Environment 

Fluorescence signature variations in collagen and elastin; 

Microscope slide is used to position collagen on top of elastin powder and imaged using long 

gate exposure method with 8ns gate. 
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Figure 25. Color image of collagen on top of elastin powder laid on a microscope slide. Collagen 

encircled in red. 
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Figure 26. B&W image taken using the iCCD before the actual measurement, FOV is ~1.2cm. 
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Figure 27. Collagen and elastin fluorescence intensity, collagen’s strong signal can be seen clearly. 
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Figure 28. Relative lifetime map, lighter shade represents longer lifetime. 

Although Figure 28. Relative lifetime map, lighter shade represents longer lifetime. represents a 

lifetime map where lighter shades correspond to a longer lifetime, the background of the image 

looks fairly bright.   However, it is the area of no change in lifetime. To distinguish between 

different changes in lifetimes, a tailored color map was built to optimize and clarify the resulting 

image as seen in Figure 29. False color lifetime map, manual selection of colors to represent lifetime 

ratios, green and yellow - longer lifetime, while ratio of ~1 indicates no change hence is considered 

backround (red). Colors were chosen arbitarily to enhance visual contrast. below. 
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Figure 29. False color lifetime map, manual selection of colors to represent lifetime ratios, green 

and yellow - longer lifetime, while ratio of ~1 indicates no change hence is considered backround 

(red). Colors were chosen arbitarily to enhance visual contrast. 

With analysis of the lifetime map, noise measurements (pixels) can be easily identified and 

eliminated–it can aid in enhancing contrast by replacing their color/shade representation in the 

image’s lookup table and will be optimized in continuing research. 
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Multi-Spectral Imaging 

Set of ten pass-band filters were chosen to cover the visible spectrum, where every spectral 

acquisition was executed with identical camera settings to minimize errors and variations 

between relative spectral images and to maintain identical dynamic range.

 

Figure 30.Multispectral filter set transmission plot. 
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iCCD Calibration: 

Spectral response of the iCCD (Figure 22) must be taken into account to represent the relative 

spectral lifetimes’ ratio. 

A calibrated white LED was used to measure the average intensity of each white field image 

through each filter. Normalizing the iCCD spectral response while taking into account the filters’ 

bandwidth and the LED’s spectrum yields the intensity coefficients: 

 

Figure 31. Coefficients’ magnitude of each filter. 
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Intensity Analysis 

Analysis of relative lifetime variation of collagen and elastin with changes in host medium; 

Starting at the decay intensities values of collagen and elastin: 

 

Figure 32. Difference of collagen decay intensity over elastin, collagen has ‘brighter’ decay profile 

in air and less so in water and acetone. 

Collagen clearly shows more fluorescence intensity from 407 to 520nm, while 542 to 676nm, 

elastin has a minor intensity advantage. 

An intensity profile is not a sufficient source for characterizing these materials, and therefore 

lifetime data must be analyzed. In water and acetone, it is clear that the two decay profiles of the 
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materials are suppressed and do not show as much contrast. One important difference between 

water and acetone is the higher intensity in the glass, specifically the 407 and 434nm filters.  

Lifetime analysis has been performed and the result may explain the behaviors of different 

materials in specific environments. 
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Lifetime Analysis 

 

 

Figure 33.Collagen relative lifetime variation in dry, hydrated and acetone environments. 

Collagen shows a trend of increase in lifetimes throughout the spectrum, while in water and 

acetone, a large reduction in lifetime is observed at the 407-520nm wavelengths, which indicates 

quenching with the host medium reduces intensity and lifetimes. Longer wavelengths are less 

affected by the introduction of the water or acetone solutions, and this can be explained by the 

fluorescence mechanism at longer wavelengths. Red emission signifies lower energy 

fluorescence relaxation processes and little difference in emission lifetimes translates to less 

information that can be extracted at these wavelengths. Using longer gate times is one method 
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that can be used to increase sensitivity and collect more lifetime information, however it may 

introduce more uncertainty and noise. 

 

 

Figure 34.Elastin relative lifetime variation in dry, hydrated and acetone environments. 

Elastin shows the same increasing trend of lifetimes with longer fluorescence wavelengths as 

seen in collagen, however elastin is much less effected when hydrated. More profound reduction 

in lifetimes is noticeable in acetone in the 434-542nm range. 

An interesting increase in lifetimes is observed in the 407nm filter with acetone and hydrated 

elastin and will be significant in the collagen – elastin relative comparison figure. 
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Figure 35. Difference in lifetimes of collagen and elastin, positive difference signifies longer lifetime 

of collagen over elastin while negative difference is due to longer elastin lifetimes over collagen. 

Figure 35. Difference in lifetimes of collagen and elastin, positive difference signifies longer lifetime of 

collagen over elastin while negative difference is due to longer elastin lifetimes over collagen. analysis is 

the key for any contrast mechanism and fine tuning for other chemicals and tissue constituents 

that can be analyzed using this methodology. Spectral lifetime difference behavior of materials is 

a crucial and fundamental part in the contrast mechanism of the system and can provide 

significant surface information of the tissue’s underlying constituents. 

Dry form (air): 
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Lifetime difference of a simple glass filter shows collagen’s distinguishable longer lifetime over 

elastin, however the 407nm filter shows a reduced difference performance.  

At 434nm - a peak in lifetime difference is observed which suggests that this is the preferred 

spectral filter for contrast generation. 

Hydrated (water): 

Dramatic decreases in the lifetimes’ difference is evident, and a shift in peak difference shows at  

465nm. A surprising result at 407nm, a longer elastin lifetime is measured and represents an 

important paradigm in lifetime analysis of materials. A Material’s relative lifetime behavior can 

dramatically change and signifies the importance of analysis of complex environments and 

tissues with expectation to not follow pure constituents’ characteristics. 

Acetone: 

The total lifetime difference is increased over water, at 407nm filter elastin lifetime although 

suppressed (as seen in the intensity figure), is longer than the collagen lifetime and well beyond 

the lifetime difference in water. Increased lifetime contrast over water is also observed in the 

494-632nm span. 

Since our imaging technique is sensitive to lifetime differences, this behavior of materials in 

different mediums is indicative of unexpected relative lifetime changes in a complex 

environment such as fresh tissue vs. fixed tissue. The sum of the materials’ lifetimes and lifetime 

signatures in a cohesive environment will average and a unique signature of the constituents will 

not be seen.  Complex behavior is expected depending on the host environment and nearby 
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molecules [10], [11], [12] with varying concentrations of each component in the imaging 

volume, causing the overall average fluorescence signal to vary as well. 
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Conclusions 

Comparison of collagen and elastin lifetime signatures in dry/hydrated mode has been performed 

successfully in the past [13], however this is the first  study to characterize these constituents 

using the fast quasi-fluorescence lifetime technique. The results presented here agree with 

previous studies and show a powerful approach using a simple system design, cheap excitation 

source, and fast processing times. This system is able to execute a relative comparison of 

constituents with great flexibility. Development of this system utilizing its fast acquisition rate 

and rapid image processing to investigate tissue and tumors in living animals is the next step to 

achieve a functional prototype. Future research efforts will focus on the translation of this 

technology to a clinical diagnostic tool and as an intraoperative device to detect abnormalities in 

tissue that is capable of video rate acquisitions. 
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